Fastest, Most Secure and User-Friendly Exchange Providing
a Truly Decentralized Ownership Exchange.
We know the importance of family members and provide the world’s first truly decentralized-ownership exchange.
Our technology excellence paves the long-term road for a sustainable growth. MoonX has the fastest matching
engine and provides the most secured platform in this industry.
(i) Pure Free Trading System:
MoonX is formed to debunk the idea of ‘for-profit’ traditional ‘centralized’ crypto exchanges who make
money from the end users and ICO listings. There is Zero Commission Fee for MoonX’s family members.
Transactions are not chargeable once you become a part of Moon family as you become one of us by
trading for the first time itself. There are no listing fees for ICO projects. MoonX’s mission is to promote and
help other coins to trade with more liquidity and freedom.
(ii) Revolutionary Coin Mechanism:
Every user gets Moon Money as a reward and becomes a member of Moon Family with potential profit
dividend (decision making and voting rights, included). Moon Money is mined by all its community
members based on their contribution to Moon Family. They will eventually benefit from the performance
and appreciation of Moon Money. Early users will be rewarded with Moon Money and the transaction fee
shall be reimbursed with Moon Money too. MoonX will enable its coin holders to make decisions based on
their preference via a ‘smart contract’ that will be built in the future.
(iii) Military-Level Tech and User-Friendly Product:
We have Real Stock Exchange Technology developed by Global Stock Exchange Leaders. MoonX’s aim is to
offer a comprehensive cryptocurrency trading platform with ‘crypto-to-crypto’ and expanding the same to
‘fiat-to-crypto’, trading engines. MoonX will offer its clients an ‘end-to-end trading system’ with a buyingside as well as a selling-side, hooking back into the fiat currency system, directly. MoonX will create Fund of
Funds to support new projects that will support the Moon Ecosystem and will address critical problems in
the real world. Moon Money will be the transaction hub supporting other crypto assets.
(iv) Implication Engine - Any to Any Trading Pairs:
One of the most basic and pertinent requirements in the Crypto context is a trading client that offers a
large bouquet of altcoin trades and an access to trade from any coin to any coin. MoonX’s Implication
Engine is the first one in the world that enables its users to literally trade any coin to any coin within the
platform. For Example, a user trading with NEO or Ripple will be able to buy ADA or EOS without going
through the base pair (W, ETH, USDT, etc.) conversion. This will improve liquidity in the market along with
encouraging and supporting high volumes. It will promote good quality coins to compete against each
other to be on the top of the world. Apart from altcoin trading, MoonX will provide support for implication
engine, giving traders the flexibility of gaining from relative price-volatility within crypto-pairs. MoonX
intends to provide an initial support to a few coins as base pairs and wishes to remove the concept of base
pairs in the next 6-8 months.
(v) MoonX also connects to OTC, brokers and third-party venders.
(vi) MoonX is an advanced KYC/AML verified blockchain.
Users will have to identify themselves for fool-proof transactions along with deposits and withdrawals.

